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WHAT TIME IS IT FOR YOU?

-

...

Thus saith
the Lord; Behold,
I will cast thee
from off the face of
the earth: this year shalt
thou die, because thou hast taught rebellion
against the Lord (Jeremiah 28:16).
=

_, ._

~

I do no wish to be morbid. I enjoy being just
as optimistic and positive as you do. Yet, there
is a need to be truthful and realistic. Perhaps
death-talk creates despondency for those
whose "sorrow worketh death" (II Corinthians
7:10), "who have no hope" (I Thessalonians
4:13)'. but for those who have grasped the
genuine meaning of faith it is to know that
•'God appointed us not unto wrath but unto the
obtaining of salvation through our Lord Jesus
Christ, who died for us, that, whether we wake
or sleep, we should live together with him''
(I Thessalonians 5:9,10).
To entertain the thought that this year might
be my last year is not to cancel the hope I
have for using this year in honor of my Lord.
Someone has taken the averaged 70 years of
normal life span and likened it to the dial of a

clock. Suppose 6:00 A.M. is birth, and 12:00
midnight is age 70, what time is it for you?
If you are 15, it is 8:51 A.M.
If you are 20, it is 11:08 A.M.
If you are 25, it is 12:25 P .M.
If you are 30, it is 1:25 P.M.
If you are 35, it is 2:59 P.M.
If you are 40, it is 4:16 P.M.
If you are 45, it is 5:33 P.M.
If you are 50, it is 6:50 P.M.
If you are 55, it is 8:07 P.M.
If you are 60, it is 9:24 P.M.
If you are 65, it is 10:41 P.M.
If you are 70, it's almost midnight!
Since life is elusive, like ''a vapor that
appeareth for a little time, and then vanisheth
away" (James 4:14) salvation through Christ
in order to live with Christ becomes the most
urgent message of the hour! Dying to sin in
order that I might not die in sin now represents
my most serious need!
William E. Young
via Tri-City Bulletin
Riddle, OR
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From The
Editor •••

ing the lost sheep, the lost coin, and the
lost boy. Get a fresh glimpse of the
excitement in the heavenly realm when
the lost is brought back home.

All work contains some frustrating
elements. This is true even of the Lord's
work. In my mind the most frustrating
and discouraging aspect of working in
the Lord's vineyard is the decline and
fall of new Christians. It takes the wind
out of you. It momentarily causes you to
think "futility" I

It wasn't easy recovering the lost
sheep and the lost coin but the reward
was worth the effort. Restoring fallen
Christians is hard work. It demands
time. It requires self-denial. It often
meets with disappointment. But the
reward far outweighs the effort. Souls
are saved from eternal death.

Though discouraging at times no
work is more important than keeping
the saved, saved. It ranks right along
with initial salvation. It saves a soul
from death and hides a multitude of
sins (James 5:20).
To baptize and then lose may bolster
the year-end tally of baptisms and make
the preacher, personal worker and the
rest of the congregation look good but
the net results are not good. Those souls
reclaimed by the Devil are in a worse
condition than they were before they put
on Christ in baptism·(Il Pet. 2:20).
There are various types of "soil"
into which the Word of God falls (Luke
8) and the longevity of converts is
dependent to some degree upon the
type of soil they are. However, "rocks"
can be removed and "thorns" cut down.
With the soil improved a different
harvest can be anticipated. Removing
"rocks" and cutting "thorns" are the
work of stable, mature Christians
(Gal. 6:1). In my judgment this is the
most neglected aspect of the Lord's
work.
Reclamation figures don't impress
like baptism figures. They don't shine
statistically. But they sure get attention
in heaven (Luke 15:7). Stay there in
Luke and read those parables concern-
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One of the main purposes of BULLETIN DIGEST is to encourage Christians to "go on to maturity" (Heb.
6:1). We believe this paper is being of
great help in that direction. The encouraging letters we receive say it over
and over.
But we want to do more in this area.
We want to see BULLETIN DIGEST
going into the homes of more new
Christians and erring Christians. To do
this we are offering a reduced subscription rate to all new Christians (those
baptized within the past 12 months)
and all erring Christians. The special
rate is $6.00 per year. The rate is the
same whether they subscribe for themselves or someone subscribes for them.
When subscribing, just tell us it is for
a new Christian or an erring Christian
and the subscription will be only $6.00.
This is NOT JUST A ONE-TIME OFFER
but a permanent rate for those in these
two categories.
My beloved brethren, be ye steadfast, unmoveable, always abounding in
the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye
know that your labor is not in vain in
the Lord." (I Cor. 15:58).

JMS
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·····················································•'Please renew
From Our

Mailbox. • •
BULLETIN
DIGEST

my subscription for
another year, and you will find enclosed
the check for this. I would like to say
that I believe you are doing a great
service for the Lord in getting this out
each month. It is a great Bulletin, and
I appreciate it. Usually when it comes,
I read it all before I lay it down. Also
use many of your articles in my work
here. May I say thanks again for the
work that you are doing in this area. ' '
WCL, Holland, MO.
··Your Bulletin Digest is 'great'. I
have use'd many of the articles written
in the Digest in my teenage girl's class.
Keep up the good work." Mrs. P.C.,
Arab, AL.

•'/ want to let you know how much I've
enjoyed each issue. I want to pay for a
subscription for a good friend of mine
in New Hampshire. I am sure he will
enjoy each article as I have. You are
doing a great work. '' R.R., Cocoa, FL.

L

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
From The Lips
Of Dying Men

J

''We are enclosing a check for $7. 00
to renew our subscription for bulletin
Digest. We enjoy this magazine so very
much and do not want to be without it.
It has so much good material in it
that helps us." M/M W.R.D., Ottumwa,IA .

''All is now lost-finally,
i"evocably lost.
All is dark and doubtful. '' (Edward Gibbon,
historian)
"What a fool I have
Churchill, English satirist)

It is an accepted axiom that dying men do
not lie. The last words of some of history's
more famous men are incisive:
• 'ft

is well. '' (George Washington)

•'I'm a broken machine, but I'm ready. "
(Woodrow Wilson)
'Gali/en, thou hast conquered!'' (Julian the
Apostate, 4th-century pagan Emperor)
''O, God, if there be a God; save my soul if
I have a soul!" (Robert Ingersoll, 19th-century
atheist)

been!"

(Charles

•'Doctor, I am going ... perhaps it is best. ''
(U.S. PresidentJohn Tyler)
•'Father, into thy hands I commend
spirit. "(Jesus the Christ)

my

Men live; men die. At death, men tend to
review their lives and all too often their last
words reflect the tenor of their lives.
The choice is ours to make. Will your last
words reflect the despair of an Ingersoll ...
or the contented faith of the Son of God?
Norm Petersen
Midlothian, TX
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WHAT'S GOOD
IN YOUR
GOOD
NEWS?
Is there anything "good" in your good news
about life? Or do you sometimes suspect your
viewpoint of hitting people like a load of bad
news?
"I've good news for you," a middle-aged
bachelor began as he proposed to the spinster
of his choice. "Good news?" she replied.
"Why I've already got a cat that stays out late,
a dog that growls at me, and a fish that drinks,
why do I need a husband?"
One person's good news may be another's
bad news-or just no news at all. But when
you've news to tell, the best news that you've
ever known, and then it hits the other guy like
the blahs, what then?
Example, the best news I know- is the news
of new life available from Jesus Christ. Yet,
recently when attempting to share it, one man
replied:
Why do I need Christ? I can run my
own life. I can keep myself motivated.
I can plan my own future. I can solve
my own problems. I can accept my own
foibles. I can bear the consequences
of my own mistakes. Why do I need
Jesus Christ?
Somehow, I had succeeded in making the
best news in creation come off bad. Too many
Christians are experts at that. But what
Jesus Christ came to tell, to do and to be has
been called good news for the last two thousand years-when
men really heard it and
understood it.
What's the good news? And what's really
good about it? Let me tell you as I know itand let you decide if it is good-or bad.

JUNE 1983

HEADLINE ONE: It's A Friendly Universe.
God is for you. God accepts you. God is love
and His name is Jesus.
HEADLINE TWO: You Can Be More Than You
Are. You can change. You can be a different
person than you naturally would become even
at your best. You can be made new. It can
happen to you.
HEADLINE THREE: You Are Free To Choose.
Your life is not determined by genes and
chromosomes. Your future is not controlled
by heartless fate. You are not a pawn or a
puppet. You are you. You are free. You can
choose. The decision-the destiny lies in your
hands, if you choose life, if you choose friendship with your Creator, if you let God be for
you, if you let Him work His change in you.
That, my friend, is good news!
Douglas F. Parsons
via Airline Drive Bulletin
Bossier City, LA

The fault-finder reveals no
one's faults more clearly than his
own.
DODD □

The house of God can't be
built with stumbling blocks.
DODD □

The only thing to lose by an
honest investigation of the
truth is error.
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So is life. Burdens come, freeze falls, and
snow presses. It's more than one can bear.
There is only one place to go and it seems,
sadly that's lower.

LIFE'S
Ul?SANDD
All of us, from time to time, have things
come in our life that lifts us up and then, all
of a sudden, just as surely as time there'll
come something that brings us back down
again. It's always been that way ... always will.
I received a bulletin recently containing an
article written by a good friend of mine that
contained some of the following: "The day was
bright, warm and sunny. Surely it was the call
of Spring and the flowers answered. As if
awalcening from a long wintery nap, the
jonquils brought their brilliant yellow to the
delight of every eye. Borders, fence rows,
roadsides, hills, valleys ... all ablaze!
Then came the freeze. As though drawn by
a shivering magnet the mercury left its early
eighties and plunged to its trembling twenties.
Scarves, top coats, sweaters were suddenly
seized again. Then came the skift of snow and
it brought it's icy cold to the tender plants of
Spring. The jonquils felt it. Their burdens were
heavy .. .low to the ground they bent. Their
sunny faces turned to earth in disbelief. The
symmetry of their living bouquet shattered
as they were bent all out of erectness ... the
burden of cold was so very heavy! Ahl But the
sun. It came. It warmed a bit and the jonquils
welcomed the call. They lifted their heads,
turned their yellow faces and looked heavenward again. Burdens were lifted and beauty
appeared once more.

But you feel something ... warm, tender,
reassuring and right! It's the warmth of God's
love, it's the gentle hand of a friend around
your shoulder, it's the visit of a brother or
sister in Christ. They are genuine, friendly,
inviting. They are saying 'I care.' And we all
respond. Our burdens are melted, our castdown spirits are revived, and our heads are
erect again. We blossom and we give our
best...we've been warmed by the love of
something bigger than ourselves. Needs were
met, and the warmth of Another, both of
heaven and earth, drew nigh the heart. Someone cared, someone warmed and the fields
were pretty again. So be it.''
Just today I was talking with a lady who had
a daughter and two sons, along with her
husband. Life was pretty good for them.
About five years ago, fate appeared and death
came to the daughter by suicide. Terminal
illness claimed the two boys and not long ago,
heart problems suddenly took the husband.
Five years and her whole family gone! When
we know of the tragedies of so many others,
our problems seem to get smaller, don't they?
Time is one of the grandest healers of all.
God made it that way. Problems have a way
of healing themselves most of the time. Most
of our worries are for things that never happen
and are beyond our control if they did.
God looks after the sparrow. I know He'll
look out after me.
Harold S. Anderson
Waverly, TN

IT IS WHENWEFORGETOURSELYES /
THAI WEDO THINGSTHAI ARE
REMEMBERED.

------------

,,
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COME BEFORE

WINTER

I recently read a letter written by an elderly
man who was in prison. He was about to be
executed. The letter was addressed to a young
man who was probably the nearest and dearest
to him on earth. My heart began to stir within
me as I read what seemed to be an urgent
plea for the young man to come see him
before it was too late.
The old man's name was Paul and the young
man's name was Timothy. The words he wrote
are found in his second letter to Timothy
(4:21). He simply said, "Come before winter!"
I've often wondered if Timothy made the
trip to prison in time. In that day, ships could
not travel in the winter, and apparently Paul
knew that he would not be alive until spring.
We don't know if Timothy got to see Paul or
not, but I like to think he did.
Suppose he didn't? Can't you almost see
that wonderful old apostle waiting, looking,
hoping and praying that Timothy would come?
Perhaps every time he would hear a door open
he would wonder, "Is that Timothy?" Then
would come the disappointment, and he
would mutter, "Timothy, where are you?
Aren't you coming before winter? If you don't
hurry, it will be too late?" Every time he would
hear footsteps, he would hobble to the door
and peer down the dark hallway straining to
see if it were Timothy. Finally would come the
anguish and heartbreak when they would
lead him away to be beheaded. I can almost
see the tears flowing down his toilworn face
as he would mutter, "Oh, Timothy, why didn't
you come before winter?''
Then, along with the spring, would come
Timothy. Having been delayed by the winter
weather, he would rush to the prison and seek
Paul. "Where can I find Paul? I'd like to see
him right away!" The answer would come,
"Didn't you know? Haven't you heard? Paul
is dead!"

JUNE 1983

Yes, I like to think that he made it before
winter! The thought that he did not moves my
heart to sadness and regret. However, there is
another thought that should touch and move
us even more. We need to consider that there
are ''Pauls'' in every community who are
sentenced to die-and to die soon. They are
depending on us to "come before winter"
with the Gospel. If we don't make it before the
winter of death, they will die without Christ
and without hope. Some 200,000 will die during
the next three months.
The call is urgent. The call is ours. The call
is, "Come before winter-before
it is too
late!" ..... Attend that workshop on soulsaving! Knock on that door! Teach that class!
Win that soul! Start NOW. "Come before
winter!''
J. T. Bristow
via Pleasant Valley Bulletin
Mobile, AL

AN UNUSUAL STATEMENT
Dr. J.P. Gibson, who is noted as a pediatrician and an elder of the church, offers some
timely advice on what to do with tiny tots in
worship assemblies which appears unusual.
''The worshipper should not be disturbed by
children who misbehave. Children should be
encouraged to be present at all services from
the age of two weeks upwards, yet they should
be taught to be quiet. Even infants of a few
months can be taught this lesson. It is preferable that children be seated with their
parents where a watchful eye can be kept over
them.''
''Children who cry should be taken out of the
assembly and, if necessary, given a little dose
of 'birch tea', and then promptly returned to
the assembly. When misbehaving is rewarded
with discipline he gets what he needs. When it
is rewarded with liberty, the child get what he
wants. It is remarkable how a few doses of
'birch tea' consistently given will bring out
good behavior in a child.''
via Columbia Ave. Bulletin
Glasgow, KY
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A SHIELD
There is a particular phenomenon in nature
that seems without explanation. Hundreds of
feet below the surface of the ground, deep in
the cool darkness of the coal mine, there grows
the pure white apple moss. It thrives in spite of
the black coal dust that coats the ceilings,
floors and walls of the mine. Furthermore,
the dust has caused untold misery to many
men who have contracted the dreaded Black
lung disease. Yet, the plant's leaves remain
pure and white and undaunted. This is because
of a natural wax substance that serves as a protective coating against the coal dust. Every
speck of dust slides off, leaving not a trace ?f
black smudge. This wonder of nature stands m
stark contrast to its dirty surroundings, a
symbol of purity amidst the blackness of its
environment.
Is this not what we want for ourselves and
our families? Don't we want to flourish pure
and white, undaunted, in a world polluted by
sin's sordid and stark darkness. Do we not
need a protective ''wax'' to shield us from
sin?
The Psalmist tells us where to obtain such a
shield against sin: ''Thy word have I hid in
mine heart, that I might not sin against thee''
(Psalm 119:11). As individuals and families
we must "feed" on His word in order that we
be "healthy" and remain strong against sin.
Face to face with God, we are to learn from His
word and receive His guidance, blessing and
victory over evil.
What better place is there to grow strong and
acquire such a shield than in the environment
of our very own homes? Does your family have
Family Devotionals? Is there a quiet time for
study and prayer in your home-where every
member of the family is together, sharing their
love and devotion with each other and praising
the Heaven1y Father? How well is your family
shielded? Think about it!
Doug McClelland
Northside Bulletin
Spokane, WA

THOSE WHO BRING
SUNSHINE TO THE
LIVES OF OTHERS
CANNOT KEEP IT
FROM THEMSELVES.

UNDER OLD MANAGEMENT
In a society that is very much youth orient~d
some might think it strange that the church ts
told at this time to seek "old men" to serve as
elders of the congregation. It certainly isn't
advertized that a business is under "old
management" or a product listed as old and
improved. We are perhaps trained to think new
is always better.
In an article by Bob Phillips of the Harlandale Church in San Antonio, Texas, he states:
"I am reminded of a scene in the movie,
'The Magnificent Seven.' The people of a small
town have become tired of having bandits
steal their food so they are forced with the
decision on what to do about this. They cannot
come to any agreement so they say, 'Let's
ask the old man.'''
There is, of course, some wisdom of God in
this matter. Elders of the church are to be aged
men which means they have the wisdom that
can only come from the practical real life
experiences.
Surely to say, "Let's ask the old men" would
not be out of place in today's church if we
would be like the first century church. And
having asked, let us heed the advice that
comes from those bearing the scars, wrinkles
and gray hair from fighting a life-long battle.
In this society (the church) there is no doubt
that it is good to say (because it's God's way)
"Under Old Management".
Tommy Thompson
Morrie Ave. Bulletin
Cheyenne, WY
BULLETIN DIGEST
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It Really Happened ...
Palestine Texas must be a lively place. Dan
Manuel, who has been preaching for the
Crockett Rd. congregation In Palestine for more
than eleven years, sent us several very amusing
items for our "It Really Happened" feature.
We'll share one of them with you in this issue
and some of the others in future issues. Dan informs us that he talked with the persons
mentioned in this Incident and It was agreeable with them for us to print this unusual
story.
During a gospel meeting, a young man came
into the service looking for his brother. The
young man's name was Christopher Makar
(pronounced "My Car"). The young man's
older brother was named "Robbie Makar".
The young boy was about eight years old, and
new in the church and when he came into the
building,
the congregation had stood for
the invitation song. Chris walked down the
aisle looking for his brother.

OPPORTUNITY OR DUTY?
•'And upon the first day of the week, when
the disciples came together to break bread,
Paul preached unto them, ready to depart
on the morrow; and continued his speech until
midnight. " (Acts 20:7) We have cited this
passage many times to prove that we should
take the Lord's supper every first day of the
week just like we find these New Testament
Christians doing. This is fine and we do have
an apostolic example here to follow. We do
need to press this point because much of the
religious world has long since left the teaching
of the New Testament on this matter.
However, as we stress this point may we
also remember the importance of this gathering on the first day of the week! Acts chapter
20, verse 6, points out that Paul and company
had waited for this day. Something very special
and important would take place and these
early Christians wanted to be there for their
own benefit. They knew that on this occasion
JUNE 1983

Cleon Lyles was the preacher in the gospel
meeting and the young man came all the way to
the front and took the preacher's hand. Cleon
thought the young man wanted to be baptized
when in reality he explained that he was looking
for his brother "Robbie Makar". As one would
assume, it was difficult to hear during the song
and Cleon thought the young man was saying,
"My brother is outside robbing the car" when
in reality he was saying, "I have just come in
from outside to find my brother Robbie
Makar".
The preacher became nervous, to say the
least, and during the song walked over to one
of the elders and explained what he thought
the young man had said. The elder said, "I
don't believe it could be true, but I will go outside and take a look". After the service everyone had a big laugh but at the time there were
some uneasy moments for this preacher and
Cleon Lyles.
Cleon said upon leaving to go home, ''This
is one of the most unusual meetings I have
ever conducted." I might add, "AMEN!"

they would remember the Lord's death. "For
as often as ye eat this bread, and drink this
cup, ye do shew (proclaim, ASV) the Lord's
death till He come." (I Corinthians 11:26) It
is a communion. (I Corinthians 10:16)
This is just some of the benefits we reap
when we meet together for worship. This
says nothing of the community support and the
encouragement of brothers and sisters in the
Lord. (Hebrews 10:25) Do you go to worship
because it is Church time again? Or do you
wait for the next opportunity, understanding
the benefits derived there from? Maybe if we
start thinking of being citizens of the kingdom,
disciples of the Lord, sheep in the fold,
branches in the vine instead of being "members of the church'', our concept of going to
church will improve. We should think in terms
of getting to go to worship instead of having
to go. Our absence also indicates a serious
spiritual malady.
BULLETIN
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J. Lynwood Mathis
via Urbana, IL
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THE GAMBLINGBUG ~·
According to a recent report, at least 88
million Americans-a
shocking 61 % of the
adult population-participate
in some form of
gambling. 15.5 million Americans gamble
illegally; legal bets total $17. 7 billion a year.
An educated guess puts the volume of illegal
gambling between $10 and $39 billion. This is
more than the combined profits of U.S. Steel,
General Motors, and General Electric. This is
enough money to build a hospital, a high
school, a junior college, and a library costing
$600,000 in each of the three thousand counties
of the United States.
Gambling may well be the world's oldest
financial vice. If the Egyptian mummy in the
Smithsonian Institute could suddenly awaken,
gambling is one part of our culture that would
not seem strange to him. Historians tell us that
gambling was originated by a court jester to
please an insane king.
Some of the most popular means of wagering
in oitr country are Bingo, Dice, Cards, Lotteries, Punch Boards, Slot Machines, Horse
Racing, Buying Chances, and Matching for
Drinks. The purchase of a ten cent or dollar
chance on an automobile, a house, or a box of
candy, with the hopes and prospects of winning
such a prize, is gambling in every sense of the
word. Wagering on the outcome of a football
or basketball game is also gambling.

cannot gamble and follow the Golden Rule of
Matthew 7:12. Gambling is addictive, and this
alone would make it wrong. Certainly it would
fall under the heading of "all appearance of
evil'" mentioned in I Thessalonians 5:22 and
"such like" of Galatians 5:21. And we have not
even mentioned the sordid company which the
gambling bug keeps.
Would Christ gamble? Can you picture the
pure and perfect Son of God shooting dice,
playing the horses, or crying ''Bingo!" for
money? I can't either. Yet a racetrack bookie
has said that the average gambler is a church
member. How sad.
BULL£"1'.IN

DIGEST

Dalton Key
Liberal, KS

What If The Guide Is False?
A number of years ago I read of a tragic bus
wreck in which a school bus returning on a
foggy night from a ball game plunged over a
cliff at a turn in the road, killing all passengers
in the bus. The article reported that the accident was caused by some "pranksters"
painting out the center line on the road, and
replacing it with a white stripe which directed
drivers in the opposite direction of the curve,
and causing them to drive off into the ravine
which dropped more than a hundred feet
below the road level.

Is gambling wrong? Based upon the teachings of the Bible, we believe that it is. But
some cry, "The word gambling is not even in
the Bible." This is true. Neither do we find
the words rape, manslaughter,
larceny,
suicide in the Bible, yet these things are condemned in priciple as is gambling. Take a look
at Genesis 3: 15; Luke 10:7; II Thessalonians
3:10; I Timothy 5:8,18; Romans 12:17; Philippians 4:8 and see if the Bible supports
gambling.

We are unable to comprehend the depravity
which might cause anyone to do such a thing;
yet, it gives us cause for reflection. Jesus said
to his disciples, "Ye are the light of the
world. •• Think about it. YOU may be, in a
figure, the "center line in the road" that
someone is using as a guide! Were that to be
so, would that someone fare any better than
did those hapless victims referred to above?
Clearly, our Lord intends that Christians so
live as to lead lost souls into the light of his
truth. But, if the guide be false, what hope is
there for those who seek direction?

Gambling attacks the work ethic of scripture, promising something for nothing. One

Yarbrough Leigh
Shades Mt. Bulletin
Birmingham, AL
BULLETIN DIGEST
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HAPPINESS IN THE PRESENT
TENSE
Happiness is the common goal for which all
of mankind seek. But it seems to me that there
are two common mistakes that we make in
this regard. These mistakes have to do with
WHEN and WHERE happiness is available.
The first mistake is to assume that happiness
is later rather than in the present tense.
The second mistake is to assume that happiness is somewhere else; that we have to go
somewhere else in order to be happy.
Russell Conwell's famous lecture, "Acres
of Diamonds'' has long inspired the hearts
of men. He traveled all over the country
making this famous speech. It opens with an
account of Ali Hafed, an old and wealthy
Persian farmer. He was a contented man until
he was told of the exceeding riches he could
obtain if he owned but a few diamonds.
Eagerly Ali Hafed sold his family farm,
entrusted his family to a neighbor, and left in
search of a river flowing through white sands
where, he was told, he would surely encounter
diamonds. Years later, weary, lonely and
penniless, he committed suicide.
The man who purchased Ali Hafed's farm
took a camel to the garden brook for water.
As the beast lowered its nose to drink, the man
noticed a shimmer of light on the white sand
bottom of the stream. It was the first of many
valuable diamonds to be found on every acre
of the farm. Ali Hafed had acres of diamonds,
but never knew it.
Observe some very important lessons in
the story. First, he assumed he would be so
much happier if he only had some diamonds
which may not have been true at all. So many
are struggling desperately for things in life that
seem so important but really won't make them
that much happier. We need to stop and
seriously ask ourselves "Is it worth it?"
What a shame to look back over a life wasted in
struggles for things that were simply not worth
it.
JUNE 1983

The second lesson: What he wanted was
available where he was if he had only waited
and searched for it. Some of the greatest
blessing in marriages often come after years of
waiting, searching and struggling.
The third lesson: He sacrificed life with his
family in search for a dream somewhere else
only to die a lonely suicide. It is easy for us in
this '' meat grinder of a world'' to kill ourselves
and die long before we are dead. You don't
have to commit suicide to die.
A woman tells me her husband can have no
relationship with her now because he is too
burdened with the problems of his business.
A man tells me that in two months he will
have some time for his family but not now.
These are the kind of lonely people who are
committing suicide in search for their diamonds which probably aren't worth it in the
first place.
Melvin Weldon
San Leandro, CA

NOT FOR SALE

"I was traveling In rural Oklahoma when I
ran out of gas. I went to a nearby farmhouse to
call a service station, but the farmer Insisted
on taking me to town, bringing me back, and
even staying with me until the car was running
again. I offered him $10.00, but he shook his
head. When I insisted, he replied, 'Look,
Mister, I feel very good about helping you. If
I took your money, you'd be buying that feeling back from me ... and it's not for sale.' ''
via Elizabethtown, NC

"Life la llke a mirror-we
when we amlle at It.

get the beat results

Klndneaa la Christianity with Its working
clothes on.

It bears repeating: "Christ la In the cleansing
bualneaa, not the whitewashing bualneaa."
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The Best Kind
Of Advertising
In my hometown of Jasper, Alabama, the
Sixth Avenue Church of Christ had a meeting
in which 106 people responded to the Lord's
invitation. Fifty-four were baptized and fiftytwo confessed sins. The wonderful results
were obtained in a meeting where the best
kind of advertising had been done-that
of
personal work.
In order that members might rely solely
upon personal work in advertising the meeting,
the church did not spend a dollar in advertising, other than their regular means of communication with the public. They were not
opposed to such advertising usually done,
but they preferred the powerful touch of a
great congregation of personal workers out
speaking to individuals about the meeting.
Each member of the church was requested to
invite every person with whom he came in
contact to attend the meeting. Just imagine
the effect this would have in the attendance of
any~ongregation if it were done regularly!
The preacher cannot by public proclamation
of the gospel convert those who are absent.
It was therefore urged upon the congregation
before the meeting started that they should all
do as did Cornelius-invite their kinsmen and
near friends to hear all things commanded
from God (Acts 10:24). Each family in the
church was requested to invite some other
family to come and also have an evening meal
with them, with the understanding that all
would attend the meeting that night together.
The family to be invited was to be one which
might not otherwise have attended the meeting, whether members or not.
The power of personal work was demonstrated to be the best kind of advertising. It is
true everywhere. And the church needs more
of it.
Hardeman Nichols
via Liberal, KS

MY PARENTS MADE ME GO
This is not mere quotation; my parents
always saw that I went to church. They didn't
have to make me go; they just started so early
in my life that I never found out you could
not go to church. And church was always
special. My friends were there. I longed to
sing the bass to "Life's Evening Sun" before
I had either the voice or the years to merit
it. Church was never boring to me, despite the
fact that our "local" preacher was almost
never there, and we didn't even have Bible
classes. But the Bible was part of our daily
fare at home, and it was thrilling. It still is!
May I dedicate these lines by an unknown
author to all those self-excusing people who
hide behind, "My parents made me go"?
''/ had to go when I was young''How glib the words roll off the tongue.
So now and then he sits among
The congregation, looking bored,
As if his presence did afford
A special favor to the Lord.
Another thing: My parents made me bathe
when I was young. And at times they really
had to insist on it. Mother said, "Son, the
world is three-fourths water, and we can make
our own soap. We have no excuse for going
dirty." My sister even gave me a brush, so
that I could clean the hands that were grimy
from shooting marbles. And you know what?
Now I bathe every day and have two brushes!
When the memory of the Cross is vivid;
when brotherly love fills the heart; when gratitude to God is ingrained in us, the church and
its meetings will always be glorious. I'm glad
my parents made me go.
Norman Gipson
via Camden Ave. Bulletin
Parkersburg, WV

If

YOU FIND A PATH

IT PROBABLY

DOESN'T

WITH NO OBSTACLES
LEAD

ANYPLACE.
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Evangelism
One of the secretaries on our job is engulfed
in problems. Her husband left her; a son is in
rebellion; she can barely make ends meet.
She cries out for help. We don't hear.
A fellow employee is overwhelmed by the
complexity of overcoming his chron.ic drinking
problem. He longs for a friend. We're deaf to
his cries.
The owner of the gas station where we've
traded for years has just lost his wife. His eyes
echo his loneliness. We don't see.
Our wife would love to share with us the
trauma and trivia of her day-just to have a
listening ear. Our ears are closed.

REMEMBERWHEN?

)'
),

You left your front door unlocked?
You went to church and the preacher preached
from the Bible?
A girl was a girl, and a boy was a boy and you
could tell them apart?
You bragged about your home town, your
state and your nation?
A man who went wrong was blamed; not his
mother's care or his father's income?
Everyone knew right from wrong .... even
Harvard professors?
People still had the capacity for righteous
indignation?
Sick meant that you were not feeling well?
People expected less and valued what they
had more?
Everyone was not entitled to an annual wage
whether or not he worked?
Things were not perfect and you didn't expect
them to be?
A man's word was his bond?
Do you remember?
BULLETIN~
DIGEST~
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via Knight-Arnold Bulletin
Memphis, TN

And as the "perfect" ending to such a selfcentered day, we hurry to the church building,
get our weekly door-knocking assignment,
and hasten out to engage a cold prospect in
an ambiguous process which we have labeled
evangelism.
Does that approach make sense? It seems to
me it is time we acknowledged the fact that a
viable translation of the great commission has
it reading "As you are going into all the
world ... ••.
You see, we are in such a hurry to "Go!"
that we miss the very ones whom God brings
into our path-"As
we are going". May God
awaken us to the realization that true evangelism is loving the world the way God loves
it; allowing our hearts to be broken by the
things that break God's heart; acknowledging
that there is no dichotomy between "evangelism"
and
"benevolence"-that
true
evangelism begins with Matthew 10:42And if anyone gives a cup of cold
water to one of these little ones
because he is my disciple, I tell
you the truth, he will certainly not
lose his reward.
Larry Calvin
BULLETIN
Li
via Central Bulletin
DIGEST~
Victoria, TX
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WAS THE SACRIFICE TOO
GREAT?
One day a farmer drove two high spirited
horses into town. He left the horses at the
hitching post and entered a store. While he
was gone, the horses became frightened,
broke away and started running down the
street. Just then, the farmer came out of the
store, ran out into the street and seized the
reins. Finally the horses stopped, reared into
the air and their hooves came down on the
man. Someone pulled the man from under.
the horses. He was dying. "Why did you sacrifice your life for horses and a wagon?",
they asked. With his last breath the man
replied, "Go look in the wagon. Go look in
the wagon." In the straw they found a little
boy, fast asleep. Then no one said the sacrifice was too great.
The Son of God felt the sacrifice was not too
great, and gladly laid down His life that we
might live. He didn't have to die, but He did"/ lay down my life ... No one taketh it from me,
but/ lay it down of myself. .. " (John 10:17,18).
His great love and sacrifice is set forth in the
worti of the prophet Isaiah:
•'Surely He took up our infirmities
and carried our sorrows,
Yet we considered Him stricken by God
smitten by Him, and afflicted.
But He was pierced for our transgressions,
He was crusedfor our iniquities:
The punishment that brought us peace
was upon Him,
And by His wounds we are healed. ••

As far as my life is concerned; considering
my dedication, love and zeal; was the sacrifice
of Jesus too great?
Jerry L. Cantrell
Cocoa, FL

PLEASE RENEW
PROMPTLY

''Touchy'' Christians
In a congregation with which I once worked
the treasurer regularly asked another man to
assist him in counting the contribution. One
Lord's day the treasurer, who was somewhat
hard of hearing, asked another brother, who
was also somewhat deaf, to help him. The
second man replied that he would, but his
attei:ition was momentarily diverted. In the
meantime the treasurer, failing to hear the
reply, secured another to assist.
The incident gravely offended the brother
who had been asked to help. Even when it was
pointed out that deafness was the cause of the
misunderstanding
he was not completely
placated. In the months that followed it was my
lot on numerous occasions to go to him in an
effort to straighten out some matter that had
offended him. Eventually it came to naught
as he and his wife left the church and never
came back.
The man in question was hypersensitive.
He allowed every little incident to hurt his
feelings. I have known other Christians with
the same short-coming. Often they are fine
Christians in other ways, but around them
others must tread as lightly as if they were
walking on eggs. Unfortunately such people
usually do not realize that the basis of their
wounded feelings is within themselves rather
than in the actions of others.
At times most of us are guilty of being too
touchy. We see two people quietly talking.
We suppose they are talking about us when
actually they are not. A fellow Christian passes
without speaking. We think he has gone
"high-hat".
Actually, he didn't see us. A
preacher makes some point in a sermon that
strikes home. We know he is aiming at us.
The truth is he wasn't even thinking about us.
In each case we become offended.
Will you not, fellow Christian, consult
your conscience to ask if you are not too sensitive? If you think another has offended you,
will you not go to him about it instead of going
around with that "hurt feeling"?
Monroe Hawley
BULLETIN~
Maplewood Bulletin
DIGEST~
Sulphur, LA
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YOU CAN RELYUPON
THE
BIBLE!

YOU CAN RELY UPON THE BIBLE! It is
indeed reliable! Just as the writings of Shakespeare can be reproduced by comparing the
many and varied copies of that author, so by
comparing the manuscripts and translations of
the Holy Scriptures, we can be sure that we
have the WORD OF GOD! In fact, there are
far more serious discrepancies among the
copies of Shakespeare, than there are among
the manuscripts of the Bible.
Compare the span of time, and the number
of manuscripts, of the Sacred text, with some
of the other ancient writings:
1. The ancient classical history of Caesar's
Gallic War was composed about 58-50 B.C.
with the oldest known manuscript of it dating
back to about 850 A.D. A gap of about 900
years exists between its writing, and the oldest
known copies. Only ten (10) manuscripts of
that history are known. Yet all scholars accept
these as reliable history.

Now, how does all this "stack up" in comparison with the New Testament? Revelation
(the last book of the New Testament) was
written about A.D. 89-96.
A span of only two hundred fifty (250) years
brings us to A.D. 350, the date of the CODICES. Some 4,000 PAPYRUS FRANGMENTS,
however, were written from A.D. 130 to A.D.
250. This puts them back within thirty to one
hundred fifty years after John wrote Revelation. Furthermore, from almost the time John
penned the original autograph, early "Church
Fathers" began to quote from the New Testament writings (A.D. 90 to A.D. 160, a span of
0 to 60 years).
There are literally thousands of copies of
Sacred scriptures which enable comparison,
and gives us assurance of a more accurate
text for the New Testament than there is
assurance for the accuracy of any text of
William Shakespeare's writings! Yes, we have
the word of God! Jesus said, •'My words shall
not pass away·· (Matthew 24:35).
Flavil H. Nichols
via Oakwood Rd. Bulletin
Fairmont, WV

LESSONS
FROMTHE HAMMER

2. The Roman History of Livy was written
about 59 B.C. to A.D. 17; but the oldest known
manuscripts of it were made in about A.D. 300.
Only thirty-five (35) copies are known to exist.
3. The history of Thycydides, written
460-400 B.C., is reproduced from only eight (8)
manuscripts which were produced thirteen
hundred years later (A.D. 900).
4. The History of Herodotus (450-425 B.C.)
is translated from only eight (8) known copies
which were made from the "original" (?) one
thousand three hundred (1,300) years later
(about A.D. 900).
JUNE 1983

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

It keeps its head.
It does not fly off the handle.
It finds the point-and drives it home.
It looks at the other side.
It succeeds by continuous pounding.
It makes mistakes but when it does,
it starts all over again.
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Christian

Economics

There are basically only three systems of
economics. Two of these are the production of
men, the other is of God. One may live under
either of the systems of men, as long as he lives
by the economics of God.
The largest system is communism. This is
the belief that all should have the same amount
of material wealth. The only way this has been
successfully accomplished is by the state
owning everything, and people being given
what the state wants them to have.
The second system is capitalism. Everything
belongs to individuals and they support the
state. Because of greed, some may suffer want
and abuse. Between the extremes of communism and capitalism are other similar forms of
economics.
The third is Christian economics. This allows
a Christian to live under either communism
or capitalism or anything in between.
These
.... are the major tenents of this system:
1. Everyone who is able is expected to work.
In fact, Paul says that if a person will not work,
he is not supposed to be supported by anyone
else (II Thess. 3:10). Work, even manual labor
is honorable. Jesus and most of his apostles
worked for a living. A Christian worker is
supposed to be dependable, working even
when no one is watching (Col. 3:22).

they have unmet needs (I Tim. 5:4,10). To fail
to do this is to live on a lower level than unbelievers.
4. One living under Christian economics is
to work and to save his money. He is to have a
surplus to meet the needs of those who cannot
work (Eph. 4:28). His first responsibility is to
his fellow Christians. As he has ability beyond
this, he is to help all men (Gal. 6:10). He is to
see that no one, if possible, should be hungry,
or cold, or naked (Luke 3:11, Matthew 25:
31-46).
What is the result of living by Christian
economics? He may not have as much money in
the bank as the true capitalist, but he will
have treasure in heaven. He will find greater
security than the communist or socialist
because he trusts God to supply his needs,
not the state. He will find a rich, fulfilling life
on earth. He has overcome the selfishness and
greed that is in both the communistic and the
capitalistic systems. He has found the real
meaning of love for men and God. Money has
found the right place in his life, he does not
worship it (Matt. 6:24). Above all, he has a
home and a treasure in heaven. Christian
economics give a meaningful life while we live
and when we die.
Ancil Jenkins
University Bulletin
Albuquerque, NM

2. A person has a right to the fruits of his
labors. He must have sufficient food and
clothing to meet his needs (I Tim. 6:8). In these
he should find contentment. All he posesses,
does not belong to him, but to God. He is the
steward and is responsible for his use of God's
property (I Cor. 4:1-2).
PLEASE LET US KNOW

3. A Christian has an obligation to supply
the needs of his family. He must support his
children (II Cor. 12:14). He is to see to the
provision of his parents and grandparents, if

BULLETIN DIGEST
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Slight Misunderstanding
"So," explained the Sunday school teacher,
"Lot was warned to take his wife and flee out
of the city, and his wife looked back and was
turned to salt!"
"Wow!"
exclaimed little Freddie. "And
what happened to the flea?''

Seen OnA TombstonelnA
GROUND RULES FOR PUBLISHING THIS
PAPER
1. Don't use no double negative,.
2. Make each pronoun agree with their antecedent.
3. Join clauses good, llke a conjunction should.
4. About those sentence fragments.
5. When dangling, watch your partlclples.
6. Verb has to agree with their subjects.
7. Don't write run-on sentences they are hard
to read.
8. Don't use commas, which, are unnece11ary.
9. Try to not ever spllt Infinitives.
10. Proof-read your writing to see If you any
words out.
11. Corrlct spellng Is essentlelI
via Godfrey, IL

MUD OR STARS?
Dr. S.I. McMillen, in his great little book
None Of These Diseases, quotes part of an
ancient poem and tells how it is applicable to
us today.
''Two men look out through the same bars:
One sees the mud, and one the stars. ''

Both were experiencing the same imprisonment, but one looked "up" while the other
looked "down."
We are all going to experience some difficult, disappointing, frustrating and painful
times. The attitude with which we view these
experiences will either help us win over them
or collapse under them. Our view of the situation is all important. The external stress
factors about us need not create the internal
stresses that will destroy us. Resentment,
chronic brooding, a flare of temper, etc. are
JUNE 1983

Cemetery

"Remember friend as you pass by, as you
are now so once was I; as I am now you soon
will be; so prepare to die and follow me."
Someone else had written with a black crayon
under the above words, "To follow you I'm
not content until I learn which way you went.''

Unimpressed
An lndlan attended a service one Sunday,
but was unlmpre11ed. When asked about the
Preacher's sermon he sald-"Hlgh
windbig thunder-no rain."

Wrong Idiot
Man waking out of a deep sleep at 1:30
A.M. answered the phone, "You have the
wrong idiot, you number."

all indications of faulty adaptation to external
stress. The internal stress we produce by these
inappropriate reactions to e,xternal stress set
up toxic reactions within the body that cause
all sorts of problems.
Some external stress can actually be very
healthy for us IF we have the right attitude
about it. Have you ever had a headache,
stomach cramp, etc. and then had some external stress require you to get up and go out
to deal with it? When you returned you felt
better than when you left? That happens
frequently-if
you have the right attitude.
Whether the stress heals you or makes you sick
depends upon how you view it-your attitude.
You could be your own worst enemy. Control
your attitude-look for the stars and save your
own life.
Billy J. Watson
Allen & Edgewood Bulletin
Jackson, TN
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FOR THE MASTER'S GLORY
His name doesn't matter; just a fellow who
was married, had a wife and two kids. They
were not the center of his life, the Lord was
not in his thoughts ... drugs were his gods.
I remember him telling me one time that his
wife had come to him and said, "I can't take
anymore! Either you quit the drugs or you'll
never see me or the kids again!'' His answer
was, "I sure am going to miss you and the
kids, especially the kids." She didn't leave but
she was a nervous wreck knowing he was
dealing with the '' dark side'' of society.
He sold in excess of one-half million dollars
of drugs a year to support a personal habit
that cost him sixty thousand dollars a year.
One night, three men were trying to break
into the house and he was holding the door
against them. They shot through the door and
took away a big chunk of his fore-arm. The men
ran_iway and the police and ambulance came.
The police found a small quantity of drugs in
the house. The man was in the hospital six
weeks, got out, raked together twenty thousand dollars and flew to Boulder, Colorado to
buy a new supply of drugs.
His dealer was out of merchandise so he
rented a house, was contacted by the brethren
there and after study he left his old life behind
and was united with his Lord in baptism.
I met him after the assembly one Lord's day,
about three weeks after he and his wife obeyed
the gospel. There was no doubt they were
''new creatures, the old had gone, the new
had come. ··(II Cor. 5: 17)
For a year they grew in the grace of our Lord.
Supporting his family was rough since he was
not qualified for any honest occupation. He
took several night janitorial jobs to make ends
meet. It was about a year later that the first
real test of his faith came.
I received a phone call about 1:00 a.m. and

received the information that he'd been
arrested for the drugs found when he was
shot.
Because of the way his house had been
searched, his lawyer knew he could get him
off and to his amazement this man pleaded
guilty. He said, "I'm guilty, I'll take what they
give me and I'll trust my Lord to be merciful.''
He was facing 15-20 years in prison and a
$15,000 fine. The judge was known as the
"hanging judge" because of his stiff sentences. Because of the guilty plea there was
no trial.
Before the hearings and on the day of sentencing, the brothers and sisters gathered for
prayer and then paced the courtroom. A few
folks testified to his character and he was asked
if he had anything to say before sentencing.
He replied, "Yes, your honor, I do. I would
like to say what the Apostle Paul said long
ago, '/ wish every man could be as I am this
day, except for these chains. ''' And in the
courtroom was heard a soft, "Amen!"
The court recessed for about twenty minutes
which we spent in prayer. The court resumed
and the judge said, "Sir, I've never seen
support for any man like I see for you. I want
you to know that usually, when a person in my
court claims some type of religious change,
I do not take that into consideration when
sentencing a person. However, it is truly
amazing to see the faith these people have in
you. I do not think the cause of justice would
be served if this court showed any less faith in
you. I sentence you to two years probation and
sixty dollars court cost.'' And that is the rest
of the story.
Let all who take refuge in you be glad;
Let them ever sing for joy.
Spread your protection over them,
That those who love your name may rejoice
in you.
For surely, 0 Lord, you bless the righteous;
You surround them with your favor as with
a shield.
(Psalm 5:11-12)

Dennis Atherton
via 3rd & Kilgore Bulletin
Portales, NM
BULLETIN DIGEST
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YOU AND WORSHIP
Henry Ward Beecher, the famous pulpit
orator, had to be absent one time. His brother
was invited to speak for him. The church was
crowded, but when it became evident the eloquent Henry Beecher was not going to appear,
many started to leave. Beecher's brother was
not disturbed. He stood up before the murmuring crowd, called for silence and said, "All who
came this morning to worship Henry W.
Beecher may now leave. The rest will remain
and worship God."
No one left after that. What are we doing in
our assemblies? Some, like the Athenians,
come only to hear the preacher say "something" (Acts 17:20-21). "ls it relevant?"
"Is it positive?" Are mental guidelines used
JUNE 1983
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N.E. Star Rt., Box 29A
Anselmo, Nebraska 68813

in judging sermons? Some attend to judge
the singing, the prayers or the friendliness of
a congregation. These go away with a host of
criticisms, perhaps-or
even pride-but
worhsip has been forgotten.
Why do we gather for worship? Some are
there to get "it over with for a week," to get
their ticket validated once more. But those who
are there because they need strength in carrying their cross know the value in true worship.
Worship has nothing to do with the song
leader or the talent of the preacher. It has to do
with you and your God. Let people do what
they will to please themselves. ''The rest will
remain and worship God.''
Norman Easter
via 3rd & Kilgore Bulletin
Portales, NM
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WHOSE MOLD DO YOU FIT?
Whenever we make a trip to the drugstore,
my boys love to walk down the aisles full of
cheap plastic toys. There bins full of identical
trinkets in bright colors seek to capture their
attention (and my money).
Each different toy on those shelves represents a minor engineering miracle. Master
machinists working with the finest steel have
crafted precision injection molds for each
model. Hot plastic is forced into these molds
and quickly cooled, producing hundreds of
identical shapes per hour.
Satan also is in the engineering business.
''Don't let the world around you squeeze you
into its own mold, "reads Phillips' translation
of Romans 12:2. We all feel the hot pressure
from the world around us to squeeze into conformity, as a result some of us are practically
indistinguishable from the servants of Satan.
Our only effective defense is to let God do
His transforming work: '' ... let God rem old
you!.. minds from within ... '' (Rom. 12:2,
Phillips).
If we focus our inner selves on the will of
God, we will resist being squeezed into the
mold of the world.
Randy Daw
Harvey Drive Bulletin
McAllen, TX

MY ALMIGHTY

GOD

As I stand outside and gaze into the heavens
on a clear evening, I see the many countless
stars in the heavens and I feel small. My God
made this.
As I stand by the sea shore and see the
waves breaking against the sandy shore, I
remember how at one time this same water
covered the complete world, but a spoken word
caused it to separate and dry land appeared.
My God did this.

As I stand at my windows and watch the
gentle rain kiss the flowers and grass, I remember another point in time when a much
harder rain lasted for 40 days and 40 nights and
caused even the mountains to be covered.
My God did this.
As I stand and watch the clouds gently
float by as a leaf in a stream, I seem to remember a cloudy pillar that once led a nation of
people through a forbidding wilderness. At
night a cloudy pillar would turn into a pillar
of fire. My God caused this phenomenon to
take place.
As I pass a flower shop I see the beauty
brought forth for man's pleasure and food for
others of God's creatures. My God did this.
As I lie on the grass I see the small veins
that course the leaves of the grass and realize
if I lived for a thousand years I would still be
no closer to understanding how this was
created with a spoken word. My God did this.
Even as I let the handful of dirt sift through
my fingers, I realize this small handful of dirt
is the same substance from which my God
made the first man.
Many people believe themselves to be
smart, some intelligent, some even brilliant.
When I, too, think I am smart, with a certain
amount of intelligence and sometimes even
a flash of brilliance, I stop myself and wonder
that even in a controlled situation, using all the
top brain power in the world, I could not make
a grain of sand, cause the ocean to turn green
or create life from nothing. My God did.
Open your eyes. Look around and see the
beauty God has placed before our eyes.
Glyn Jolly
West Huntsville Bulletin
Huntsville, AL
WE MAY GIVE WITHOUT LOVING, BUT WE
CANNOT LOVE WITHOUT GIVING.
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THE
SERVANT CHURCH
The most outstanding characteristic of Jesus
that made him outstanding with people was his
servant attitude. It was his lifestyle. He flipped
the ethic of the world upside-down.
The Church is to be an extension of Christ's
lifestyle and personality. Just because people
know the facts about something doesn't mean
that they know something. Jesus calls the
Church to a life-style that is not natural. It is
not natural to be a servant or to follow the beatitudes. Servanthood is a process through
which we go, not something that just automatically happens.
Why isn't the Church more like Jesus? It
can be, but the problems of being a servant
is crucifying self (Luke 14:33). We naturally
resist that.
J~us was a great servant because he
emptied himself. He was willing to go through
any suffering for the benefit of others. There is
no such thing as a selfish servant. A servant
serves others. Jesus was rejected. People impugned his motives. They criticized him and
yet he continued in his service to God and
people. You can't always be popular and be a
good parent or church leader.
A Christian does not seek a
opportunity. How does one get
vant? ''He humbled himself
obedient" (Phil. 2:8) Tough, isn't

title but an
to be a serand became
it?

But look at the rewards, "Wherefore God
highly exalted him and gave him a name
which is above every name. '' (Phil. 2:9)
When James and John quit trying to be the
focal point of the disciples, they became
great leaders and a blessing to their society.
BULLETIN
DIGEST

Richard L. Jones
via Pueblo, CO

BEAUTIFULWORDS
C. Roy Angell in the book, Rejoicing On
Great Days. reported, "Six hundred students
at a university were asked to write on a piece
of paper the most beautiful word in the English
language. 422 wrote the word mother. 112
wrote home. ''
Isn't it tragic that these two words suggest
concepts that are under attack on every hand in
our world today? Motherhood is viewed by
radical feminists as involuntary servitude and
the home is said to be disintegrating.
In God's plan the home is still the basic
unit of society and deserves our best efforts
to conform it to the divine pattern. And God
still is looking for mothers like Hannah who will
devote their children to God and Elizabeth who
was ''righteous before God, walking in all the
commands and ordinances of the Lord blameless." (Luke 1:6).
Does your child think of mother and home
when he thinks of beautiful words?
Johnny R. Melton
Statesville, NC

A HYMN OF MARRIAGE
The question is asked, "Is there anything
more beautiful in life than a boy and girl
clasping clean hands and pure hearts in the
path of marriage?" And the answer is given,
"Yes-there
is a more beautiful thing; it is
the spectacle of an old man and an old woman
finishing their journey together on that path.
Their hands are gnarled but still clasped; their
faces are seamed but still radiant; their hearts
are tired and bowed down but still strong.
They have proved the happiness of marriage
and have vindicated it from the jeers of
cynics.''
via Mitchell, IN
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WHAT CONCERNS US MOST,
LOST THINGS OR LOST PEOPLE?
A congregation moved into a new building
with gleeful delight and some degree of pride
over the elegant material surroundings in
which they would worship. Someone supplied
two beautiful five-foot plants to adorn the front
of the new auditorium.
Some months following the opening service
in the new building, the plants disappeared.
The elders and the building committee sounded the alarm. Men were deputized to seek the
whereabouts of that which was lost. For two
months, the missing pot plants became the
conversation piece of the church at worship and
at home. The search was intensified and the
announcements and pleadings seemed unending.

pot plants had not been found and obviously
were not going to be, he arose following a long
announcement about the lost decorations and
said: "We have heard a great deal about the
missing plants that were lost. For two months,
at every service, announcements have been
made and people have earnestly looked for
that which was lost. For years, we have known
that sheep have strayed from the flock. Prodigal sons are away from the worship and the
Bible declares that they are lost! Each soul
missing here today is more valuable than the
whole world-and yet we have not heard one
announcement nor have we seen anxious
concern about Mary Smith, John Brown, or
Sam Jones, whose eternal welfare may hang on
our concern. If we had put forward one-tenth
the energy in locating the lost souls of this
flock that we have the lost pot plants, surely
angels in heaven would rejoice!"
O.J. Russell
via Highland Bulletin
Poplar Bluff, MO

The quest ended quite abruptly when the
preacher dared to solve the problem. Since the
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THREE WAYS TO SAY,"I LOVE
YOU!"
"I've told her a thousand times that I
love her, but she doesn't believe me,"
commented a frustrated husband. ''You
may say you love me, but I find that hard
to believe because you don't show it!" his
wife replied. This transaction represents
many family relationships in which love
exists but is not felt.
There is a difference between knowing
that one is loved and feeling that one is
loved. Knowing is a rational activity that
concludes from external factors that one
is loved. Such knowledge is· suggested
when parents provide a home, do things
for their children, and care for their welfare. The same is true in marriages.
Total awareness of love is greatly reinforced, however by actions that touch the
feeling or emotional side of a person.
Actions like hugs, kisses, smiles, words,
and time spent with another are such reinforcers.
Three main channels exist for communicating love to a husband/wife or parent/
child. Each of them has a degree of effectiveness. The more of the methods that are
used, the stronger is the message communicated.
1. Words (Verbal Communication).
The words "I love you" are stated rather
simply. Love is also suggested by such
familiar statements as "I'm glad you are
my son", or "You mean so much to me",
or "You are worth everything to me".
The specific words are not as important as
the fact that they must be supported by
Numbers 2 and 3 below. Without that
support the words may ring hollow.

2. Looks (Facial Communication). The
simplest of all facial expressions of love is
an approving smile. A young woman
commented, '' All I ever wanted was to see
my father smile his approval at me for
something I had done." Looks are not as
definite in communicating as are words,
so a neutral facial expression may well
be received as a disapproving look. Remember back in Grade school and Junior
High when everybody practiced winking?
That was so positive feelings could be
signaled clear across the room. We all
need to smile at our family members often
since it says, "I love you."
3. Actions (Non-Verbal Communication).
Actions come in two categories-doing
things for another person or doing warm
things for another person. In the first
case, a wife shows love for a family by preparing their favorite foods, a father shows
love by happily taking everybody to the
Ice Capades when he would rather do
something else. Parents show their love
by giving themselves and their time to
their children. Small children (and older
ones) if they are used to it, would rather
have an evening playing games with
Mother and Daddy than nearly anything
else.
The second aspect of love by action involves touching or contacting other family
members. A genuine hug says "I love
you" about as powerfully as it can be communicated at one time. As a counselor I
have heard numerous girls and women
say, "I know Daddy loved me, but I just
wish he would have hugged me and told
me so." Loving communication by hugs,
kisses, pats, hand-holding, etc, helps
the recipient to feel as well as know that
he is loved.
Lynn McMillan
Oklahoma City, OK

